
JOSEPHINA
PLEASE READ BELOW INSTRUCT IONS PR IOR TO SWITCHING MACHINE ON

The machine will only work with Lavazza BLUE coffee capsules. If you attempt to use 
any other product the machine will be damaged and cease to work.

COFFEE SELECTIONS: 

Coffee selections with a “2” require use of a double coffee capsule. 
These capsules can be identified by the number “2” printed on 
the foil top. 
2 Espresso / 2 café  latte / 2 cappuccino
By using the double capsule with these selections you can make 
either 2 regular cups or a large cup.
2 long black
By using the double capsule with this selection you can make a 
large long black.

POURING COFFEE: 
1.   The machine is ready to make coffee when all LEDs on the 
      control panel are lit;
2.   Raise lever on left or right side, insert capsule, and lower 
      the lever;
3.   Place cup under spout;
4.   Make your coffee selection from the buttons detailed above; 
5.   The associated light will come on and all others will go off;
6.   When the coffee stops pouring and all the selection lights 
     come back on, raise the lever;
7.   Take your coffee.

HEATING MILK: 
1.   Place required amount of milk into stainless steel jug;
2.   Insert steam wand into jug just below milk level, open steam 
      tap, using thermometer steam milk to correct temperature 
      and consistency;
3.   Remove wand from jug, wipe wand using a damp cloth 
      and open steam tap for 2 seconds (with nozzle facing 
      towards drip tray), this will ensure that the steam wand 
      is left clean for the next user. Failure to do this will cause 
      contamination of the boiler.    

1. Internal water tank door
2. Coffee unit lever
3. Steam knob
4. Water knob
5. Push button panel
6. Anti-burn rubber
7. Hot water nozzle
8. steam nozzle
9. Main switch
10. Boiler level light sensor
11. Dispensing nozzle
12. Used pod drawer
13. Cup rest grille
14. Cup raising grille

Online orders: www.bluepod.com.au
m 1800 800 255 

 
  

The Blue Pod Coffee Co. are the exclusive Australian importer and 
authorised distributor of Lavazza Blue and Espresso Point Capsules. We 
are a privately owned Australian company who takes pride in providing a 
great product. All our staff are fully trained to provide great service and we 
strive at all times to be professional and ethical in all our business dealings.      
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MACHINE COMPONENTS

KEYPAD



EMPTYING THE WASTE BASKET:  
LED 2 & 4 FLASHING
1.   After the machine has used 15 coffee capsules on each 
      side, it will be necessary to empty the waste container; the 
      machine will prompt for this by flashing the LEDs 2 and 4 
      on both sides;
2.   Pull out waste container (12), remove used capsules; also 
      empty the liquid waste from item (13);
3.   When LEDs 2 and 4 begin to flash at a faster rate insert 
      waste trays to continue  

WATER TANK EMPTY WARNING:   
ALL LEDS FLASHING FAST
1.   When the built in water tank becomes empty all LEDs on both 
      sides will blink at a fast rate;
2.   Lift the metal lid (1) on the top of the machine and remove the 
      plastic tank cover, using a jug pour clean cold water into the 
      tank observing the max fill level marked upon the tank;
3.   Replace the plastic tank cover, close the tank lid. 
4.   Where possible, always used filtered water.

 
CLEANING THE BREW UNITS: 
LED 6 FLASHING
1.   After each brew unit has processed 100 
      Coffee capsules the machine will prompt for 
      a brew unit wash by flashing button 6 at a 
      fast rate;
2.   Fill water tank to max level, Place a jug under the spouts 
      corresponding to the brew unit to be washed;
3.   Raise and lower the associated lever;
4.   Hold down button 6 for 5 seconds or until the associated led 
      goes off; 
5.   Within 10 seconds press button 6 again, the machine will 
      now begin to flush and button 6 will flash;
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6.   When the flushing has completed press button 6 again, an 
      additional wash will occur then machine will reboot and 
      become ready for use.
7.   This cleaning process does not need to be done immediately, 
      it can be completed at a more convenient time if required.

MACHINE HEATING:  
ALL LEDS FLASHING LEFT TO RIGHT
1.   When using machine, at times all LEDs will begin to flash in 
      sequence from left to right, this means that the machine is 
      heating and cannot currently be used; 
2.   WAIT until it stops sequencing. The 2 sides of the machine 
      can be used independently; if one side is heating you can still 
      use the other side.

WATER FILTER WARNING: LED 7 FLASHING

1.   After the machine has consumed 150 litres of water it will 
      signal for a water filter change by slow flashing of button 7 
      on both sides;
2.   Australian versions of this machine use a soft in tank filter that 
      needs to be replaced every 6 months and this has its own time 
     based  indicator stuck on the front panel of the machine;
3.   So when you see button 7 flashing just press button 1 on the 
      Right hand panel, it should flash 3 times signalling that the 
      signal has been reset.

DESCALING: LEDS 3 & 6 FLASHING
1.  After 900 litres of water have passed 
     through the machine it will signal that 
     descale is required by flashing buttons 3 
     and 6 on both panels slowly. It is still 
     possible to use the machine but to ensure 
     continued reliable operation it is recommended 
     to perform the descale routine as soon as possible.
2.  Place a large jug under each group and ensure both levers 
     are down, switch off machine.
3.  Remove water tank from machine using wire handle. Empty 
     contents of water tank and remove water filter from tank.
4.  Dissolve the contents of 1 sachet of Descaler (Supplied by 
     Blue Pod upon request) into 1 litre of clean room temperature 
     water inside the water tank.
5.  Insert water tank into machine observing correct orientation 
     (red marking on front of tank indicates the front side)
6.  Turn on machine whilst holding down button 3 on the Right 
     hand side keep button 3 held down until the all LEDs come 
     on except 3 and 6.  Press button 3 on right hand side  within 
     10 seconds to initiate descale.
7.  The machine will make 5 water deliveries pausing for 15 
     seconds between each, and then pause for 5 minutes, after 
     this period the LEDs 3 and 6 will begin to blink at a fast rate.
8.  Remove any surplus descale liquid from the tank and replenish 
     with clean water at room temperature to the max level, refit t
     he water tank filter. Press button 3 on Right hand side to begin 
     the rinse.
9.  When Descale is complete all LEDs will illuminate and the 
     machine will be ready for further use.

PLEASE SWITCH MACHINE OFF IF NOT IN USE 
OVERNIGHT OR ON WEEKENDS
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Button Reference

3 4 5 6 7

View Video:

View Video:


